DATA SHEET

STREAM
Access to billions of conversations every day!
Data Sources
We partner with social networks and news providers to consolidate billions of social conversations into a single
platform, providing you complete and compliant access to Human Data.

Firehose Sources
Full ﬁdelity access to real-time
HTTP streaming connections with
sub-second latency.

Managed Sources

Feeds

Managed APIs accessed with user
credentials supply full access
(subject to API limitations) at near
real-time. No data licensing fees
apply to managed sources.

Aggregated feeds provide broad
coverage delivered as we receive it.
Delivery times vary, 24 hours or
less, many within minutes.
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Enrichments
DataSift oﬀers enrichments to our Human Data sources to enhance every post in real-time by attaching valuable
metadata such as detected language and sentiment.
Language
detection
Detects over 140
languages in real
time.

Sentiment

Gender

Links

Topic
detection

Gives each post a
score indicating
whether the
content is positive,
negative or
neutral.

Detects the gender
of the user who
created the post or
comment.

Analyzes links
shared in social
content by
querying the title,
metadata and url
of the shared link.

Uses natural
language
processing to
identify high-level
topics mentioned
in a post.

Interested in learning more?

Entity
extraction
Identiﬁes products, companies,
people and places
mentioned in
conversations.

Email us at hello@datasift.com Or call us at North America: +1 (415) 795 7171 • EMEA: +44 (0) 800 048 8493
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